CENTRE FOR LIQUID CRYSTAL RESEARCH
PO Box No. 1329, Prof. U. R. Rao Road, Near Raja Ramanna Circle, Jalalhalli, Bangalore 560 013
Tel: 91-80-2838 1119   Fax: 91-80-2838 2044   E-mail: clcr@vsnl.com/clcr.blr@gmail.com

Centre for Liquid Crystal Research is an autonomous institution under the administrative control of the Department of Science and Technology, Government of India, engaged in basic and applied research in the field of liquid crystals. Applications are invited for One Junior Research Fellow from highly motivated candidates willing to take up research in the field of liquid crystals. The Centre is affiliated to the Mangalore University for the award of Ph.D.

Eligibility:

(i) Essential qualification: Masters degree in Chemistry from a recognized University. Preference will be given to persons who have cleared NET/GATE.
Desirable: Specialization in Organic Chemistry during the Masters degree course.

(ii) Fellowship: Rs 8000 per month plus 15 per cent HRA in the first two years.
Rs 9000 per month plus 15 per cent HRA in the third year.

Applications in the prescribed format obtainable from the Officer-in-Charge by post or e-mail should reach the Centre on or before 31–03–2007.

February 16, 2007
Dr Krishna Prasad
Officer-in-Charge

HOMI BHABHA CENTRE FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION
(Tata Institute of Fundamental Research)
Advt. No. 2/07

invites

applications for academic positions in the Mathematics Olympiad group of the Centre at Mumbai.

Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education (HBCSE) is the nodal centre of the country for operating the Mathematics Olympiad programme that leads to participation of Indian teams in International Mathematical Olympiad every year. The programme is carried out under the aegis of the National Board of Higher Mathematics, Department of Atomic Energy. The Centre is looking for competent and dedicated young people to strengthen its mathematical olympiad and related activities.

The ideal candidate will be a young Ph.D. in Mathematics with strong interest and ability in (a) solving and designing mathematical Olympiad problems and (b) in teaching at Olympiad orientation camps for students and teachers. The requirement of Ph.D. may be relaxed for candidates with exceptional competence and motivation for this kind of activity. Candidates may spend part of their time in pursuing research in mathematics.

Interested candidates should write to the Centre Director, Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education (HBCSE), TIFR, V.N. Purav Marg, Mankhurd, Mumbai 400 088, enclosing their CV and names of at least three referees. Applications will be reviewed periodically and short-listed candidates may be called to HBCSE (TIFR) for seminar and discussion with the faculty.

Positions may be offered for a period of five years in the first instance, followed by continuing appointment subject to satisfactory performance, in the regular grades: Fellow (E) (Rs 12,000–375–16,500), Reader (F) (Rs 14,300–400–18,300), or in the higher grades of the Institute, as appropriate. Please visit our website www.hbcse.tifr.res.in for more information on the activities of HBCSE.